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Welcome to the March edition of the WJVintage newsletter.
Spring is on the way, and with it come signs of optimism, in the
UK at least, that we may be able to get back to some form of
normality in the near future. It has been an unprecedented year
with Coronavirus, but the vaccination programme appears to be
working well and is rolling out quickly. Fingers crossed!
We certainly won’t have an immediate return to indoor shows and
events but meet ups in gardens are definitely on the cards, so for
those lucky enough to have garden layouts, why not invite some
friends around? You will see mention of two very nice garden
layouts in the ‘Customer Corner’ feature below and I will be
following the progress of these in the coming months as both are
being worked on.
There is also a warning about what can follow when you make an
innocent jumble sale purchase (there’s a clue in the header photo
above), plus a heartening piece about some enterprising
youngsters getting involved in O Gauge.
Coronavirus has also delayed much of our product development
over the past year, but I am hopeful that good progress is now
being made and I have provided a full update in the ‘What’s New’
section - although I’m afraid you’ll have to wait just a little longer
for news of our next new loco. See ‘What’s New’ for a teaser
though!
Do please stay safe and …
Keep Enjoying Your Trains
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Customer Corner
(aka - Your ‘Lockdown Locos’)
A Chilly Downside to Outdoor Railways in the UK

We have seen in previous editions (mainly in summer) photographs of
some of our readers fabulous outdoor layouts.
However, we are just coming out of winter and it is perhaps a good time
to remember why so many of us prefer to run indoors (or at least run
both in and out). The British weather is of course famous for its
unpredictability and snow in winter, whilst not a given, does seem to be
becoming quite common.
Paul Gumbrell, in South West London sent some great shots of his Green
Valley Railway – The Edroy Line during a spell of rather cold weather in
late January. This is pretty unusual as far south as London but his layout
certainly got a fair old covering of the white stuff!

Paul did however take this as an opportunity to get the snow plough loco
out for an authentic track clearing photoshoot opportunity. I must point
out however, that it was posed for the photo. I’m not too sure putting
power through the lines would have been a good idea in that sort of
weather!
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Even more surprising was the photo below from Kevin Byrne who is even
further south down in Hampshire, towards the south coast. This was
taken during the same cold spell and you can just make out the layout
under a good covering of snow.

Spring is of course now with us so let’s hope we have left the snow behind
until next winter and we can concentrate on getting the outdoor layouts
ready for a beautiful long summer of sunshine and warmth – I am ever
the optimist!
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Great photos Paul and Kevin and thanks so much for sharing them with
us. I hope to be sharing more news of both these layouts in future
editions of the newsletter so watch this space for more progress reports!

From Jumble Beginnings

John Morgan from Surrey sent in our next report and it should serve as a
warning to be very wary of Jumble sales – they can get you hooked on
new hobbies for life!
I will let John tell the story:
‘The layout all started in the mid-80s, but the first loco was a Hornby Nord
rescued from a jumble sale in about 1971. Fast forwarding to 1984, whilst
attending the Beaulieu autojumble I came across at an O gauge trader and he
had a pair of the CIE Wagon Lits Riviera Blue Coaches that matched the Nord
loco. Couldn’t believe the price but it started the interest and eventually I paid
even more to get a set of coaches.

LB&SCR Local train Crossing Bridge

Through the 80s and 90s the collection progressed by visiting the myriad of Toy
Fairs mainly with a collection of pre-war Hornby electric and culminated in a near
mint Princess Elizabeth for our Tin Wedding Anniversary. Having collected
examples of all the different locos, rolling stock and accessories, I called a halt
to collecting as at this stage the likes of Darstaed and Ace had not started
production. I had spent a lot of money on the Hornby at this stage as prices
were significantly higher than they are now following the arrival of modern tin
plate models. Initially as the collection was mainly pre-war antique toys, I wasn’t
going to purchase the modern tin plate, but after I had seen the excellent detail
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and the brilliant running compared with the rather temperamental Hornby, I
succumbed.

Golden Arrow Leaving Wembley

I now have quite a wide selection of modern coaches, but the man emphasis has
been on the locomotives from Darstead, Ace and modern Bassett Lowke. The
limitation is now really storage space with rakes of coupled coaches and fairly
extensive locomotives, and I like to have them on display which results in the
layout being somewhat congested!’
Wembley Goods Yard
with Windsor above
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Well John, what a collection you have amassed over the years and a fine
layout to display it all to boot! I wonder, do you still have that Hornby
Nord that started it all off? Thank you so much for submitting and thanks
for your patience too. (Sadly, I misplaced John’s photos and text for some
time!
)

Handing On To The Next Generation
Next up, music teacher (and railway enthusiast) Kevin Byrne brings us a
really heartening story about a former pupil and his siblings, that have
shown great initiative and built their own outdoor layout – with his
assistance. Over to Kevin:
‘Looking through pictures of Vintage gatherings the average age of the
participants seems to be the wrong side of 50. If there are any youngsters, they
are few and far between and below the age of 10 or so. I know that most kids
and teenagers are more interested in computer games and mobile phones. But
very occasionally there is the odd family that bucks the trend.

Last Summer I played host to a former music pupil of mine when he, his
younger brother 10 and sisters of 9 and 7 together with mama came over to see
my Garden railway. The upshot of the visit was that they too wanted to have a
garden railway. Tall order I thought, but I did mention that I had some 3-rail
track going fairly cheap. So, it came as no surprise that during the October half
term I got a request to sell the track because the eldest had started to plan their
new railway.
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I have been most impressed with their progress. I was accepted into their social
bubble and every weekend during this lockdown, I have been over at their place
helping and advising them in their build. What impressed me most, was that the
eldest, 14, was completely au fait with all the civil engineering, the electrical
side and everything else that goes to make up our wonderful hobby.

The end result is very realistic, and all the children get stuck in. The 7-year-old
girl is a dab hand at driving a loose-coupled goods and the 10-year-old has a
wonderful imagination and concocts all sorts of interesting trains improbable and
otherwise. The eldest, besides building the line is also good a scratch building
and had constructed the engine shed, water tower, telegraph poles and signals.
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It is so nice to see children totally engaged in something that in our childhood
we took for granted and long may this continue.’

A lovely story and photos too. Many thanks for this Kevin. The future of
the hobby lies in nurturing an interest with youngsters, and particularly
those in their teens. Well done to you, both for inspiring them and for
your expert advice and support for their project. Let’s hope the interest
develops and thrives!

What’s New?
The Longest Winter but……..

To say it has been a long winter is perhaps an understatement. This
winter, in particular, with all the restrictions imposed by Covid 19, has
perhaps earned itself the title ‘The Longest Winter’. The pandemic has
also slowed many of our production plans. The Czech Republic has been
particularly badly hit by the virus and, indeed as of the beginning of
March the country is entering another lockdown phase and cases are
spiking again. This does mean it is difficult to keep to production
schedules, but we keep our fingers crossed that things will improve soon,
particularly as the vaccines begin to take effect.

…….Exciting Times on the Horizon!

As spring signals a time of rebirth and renewal, I want to bring you some
positive news about some fabulous new products that will be arriving over
the weeks and months to come. At a recent ‘Zoom’ meeting with ETS we
discussed deadlines and I am excited at what’s in the pipeline and want to
share some of it with you now, and some over the course of the next few
months.

Well Wagons
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We can now confirm that the previously announced Well Wagons will
commence production towards the end of April and first releases should
be available from mid-May. Pre-orders have been very encouraging so
please, if you fancy one (or more) of these, do let me know as quickly as
possible to avoid disappointment. I will be allocated just 100 pieces
spread across 6 liveries so some will be extremely limited as follows:
20
10
15
20
20
15

x
x
x
x
x
x

LNER (2 running numbers available)
LMS (1 running number only)
SR (2 running numbers available)
GWR Crocodile H (2 running numbers available)
BR Weltrol MV (2 running numbers available)
WD (1 running number only)

I hope to have some of the artworks available to show you in time for the
April newsletter.
The Well Wagons will be priced at £99.00 each plus P&P and please note
they are supplied without loads.
However, Graham Lock is developing a range of loads specifically
designed to go with the well wagon.
These will include:
Boilers in the liveries of Bassett-Lowke (see above), J.T. Lowke and
Marklin
Cable Drums in the liveries of Callender, Enfield, Liverpool, BICC, BassettLowke, JT Lowke and Longmoor Military Railway
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Large Packing Cases in the liveries of:
Meccano Binns Road/Swift Levick Sheffield

Metropolitan-Cammell/Pullman Car Co.

Ironworks

Swan Hunter/MOD Royal Navy Davenport

Eastleigh Engineering/Vulcan

MOD Royal Navy Chatham/Harland & Wolff
(not Vickers as shown below)

Prices for these to be confirmed by the next newsletter.
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WJVintage 10th Anniversary Commemorative PO 7-Plank
Wagon
Yes, hard to believe but I will have been in business for 10 years this
coming October. I would have liked to have had a big party but
unfortunately, I just don’t think it is worth the risk given where we are
with Covid. So, instead I will be launching a limited-edition wagon.

With a production run of just 60 pieces, these look like becoming rather
collectable. My order book is already up to 39 pieces as of going to press
so I don’t anticipate them being around for long. Thanks to everyone that
has ordered to-date – your support is really very much appreciated.
Price will be £39.99 each plus P&P. Please order quickly to secure yours!

Mineral Wagons
Remember the mineral wagons that I launched this time last year? I
suspect/hope plenty of you do as I have a really good order book for
them. These are steadily making progress and I have just received a preproduction sample from ETS which includes the final modifications to
allow the bodies to be cast. The new 3-hole disk wheels are underway,
the chassis frames are ready to begin production too, and the new
shortened couplings are almost ready to be delivered. It looks like
everything is finally falling into place!
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The photo above is an unpainted, undecorated pre-production sample but
does show the shorter couplings and the ‘V’ hanger brakes. Production
versions will have 3-hole disk wheels.
I still can’t say for certain when they will become available but as soon as
I have more information, I will let you know. It should hopefully be this
summer.
Just as a reminder, this new range of ‘Simple, Super-Detail’ Mineral
Wagons has been developed in collaboration with Michael Foster. They
feature a beautifully detailed, resin-cast body married to a standard
WJVintage/ETS tinplate chassis. The big advantage is in the weight, which
comes in at approx. 230gms (about 8 ounces in old money) per wagon.
Previous ready to run all-cast metal mineral wagons weighed in the region
of 400gms each and were deemed by many far too heavy for a long rake.
By way of contrast a finescale Lionheart all-plastic mineral wagon weighs
in at approx. 125gms so I hope you will agree that these have sufficient
weight to be reliably stable on the tracks, without being too heavy to haul
easily. I think they represent a very good compromise. The photos below
show early mock-ups of the BR Grey and Bauxite versions.
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Prices for these mineral wagons will be £39.95 each for a single wagon
and £150.00 for a set of 4 wagons, both plus P&P.
Coal loads will also be available, but pricing is still to be confirmed –
should be around £5.00 each plus P&P.

…and there’s more!
New Wagon Project
Next month I hope to unveil another really interesting wagon variant that
I think will be a really attractive addition to your goods stock. These
wagons are a little different, but I think they will look the part in a goods
rake. What’s more, first production examples should be available as soon
as June so not too long to wait – fingers crossed!

…and saving the best until last…
New Locomotive Announcement
Yes, next month I am hoping to make an announcement about our next
locomotive project. It has been a long time in the development phase,
due largely to Covid, but I hope you will think it has been worth the wait.
The prototype model is due to be complete by the end of March/early
April, so I am hoping to have photos ready for the April newsletter.
Just as a tease I can tell you it is an early Edwardian locomotive that saw
service through until the BR era, so liveries cover the pre-grouping, big 4
and post-nationalisation BR eras.
Watch this space!!

Anyone for Trams?
I was recently contacted by enthusiast Jamie Green to see if there was
any possibility of ETS producing one of their standard O Gauge single
deck open trams in a British outline livery. Jamie has contacts at the
Tramway Museum at Crich and thought a model of one of their trams
would be a good idea. I contacted ETS to discuss this and they reacted
very positively. The problem of course is that they need to make a decent
quantity to make a production run worthwhile.
Jamie has set about advertising the possibility to his railway and tramway
contacts, including several Facebook groups and a few expressions of
interest have already been received. Would any of the WJVintage
newsletter readership be interested?

Sheffield Single Deck Open Tram

The tram in question is a Sheffield Corporation single decker. It is a
restored tram based at Crich – No.46 but in its current restored form it
has been much modified and shortened. The ETS model will be closer to
the original vehicle during its early service life from 1899 to 1921.
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Below is a very quick mock-up of what is proposed:

Huge thanks to Michael Yorke who mocked up the prototype above on his computer

The model is designed to operate at 0-12 volts on the ETS 2-rail tram
track system and the proposed price will be £154.00 each plus P&P.
If you would be interested in one of these trams, please let me know. I
would estimate delivery would be in around 3 to 4 months from date of
order confirmation so the sooner I have an idea that the numbers will
‘stack up’, the better. Please email me at wvvintage@outlook.com to
confirm your interest.
As a UK distributor for ETS I can get all of the tram track, power units ets.
Let me know if this is of interest as well.

Ace E22A 4-4-0 City Class - 3441 ‘City of Winchester’
GWR Green lined
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I am pleased to be able to offer this lovely locomotive for sale. Produced
by ETS for Ace Trains, it runs from 0-14 volts DC and features the smooth
running ETS clutch system It can also be switched from 2-rail to 3-rail
operation and has an isolating switch. The loco has virtually no wear on
the spoons or wheels and is in ‘as new’ condition.

Whilst presented as 3441 ‘City of Winchester’ names and numbers are
included for ‘City of Bath’, ‘City of Birmingham’ and ‘City of Truro‘. The
bag of lamps is also included and, as an added bonus there are two rather
nice metal-cast crew figures – driver and fireman. These were previously
affixed to the footplate, but I don’t think they will survive transportation
like this, and indeed the fireman does need a little paint touching in
following his journey to me.

This lovely loco is available on a first come, first served basis for just
£475.00 plus P&P. Do get in touch quickly to avoid disappointment.
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The David Bates Collection

I introduced the David Bates Collection to you in the December issue and
his locos have been steadily selling over the past few months. The
remaining items are shown below along with Youtube links where you can
see them in action.
Over time, David has refined the system that he uses, and on offer is the
very latest in 2.4ghz radio control, expertly adapted for use in coarse
scale O gauge locomotives. They are ideal for outdoor use but will of
course run just as happily indoors as well. They really are quite something
as I think you will agree when you read on.
What’s on offer?
Well, David has converted all his locos to battery power, using state of
the art Lithium Polymer batteries for long run time. He has fitted sound
and smoke to most of the locos and each is fitted with a receiver, speed
controller and battery. For operation, you will also receive a transmitter,
programmable controller, battery charger, as well as full instructions – in
fact around £250.00 of radio equipment with each loco. They really are
‘ready to run’. What’s more, David has produced a video to accompany
each loco so you can see for yourselves exactly how realistically they
operate. He explains the features of each loco and the functions.
Here is the list of remaining locos:
No
1
2
3

Loco Name
A3 Flying Scotsman (Double Tender)
A4 Bittern (Double Tender)
9F Evening Star

Make
Bassett Lowke
Seven Mill Models
Ace Trains

Smoke
yes
yes
Yes

Price
£750.00
£999.00
£850.00

The models are pictured below and there is also a link to Youtube videos
where David explains the features and operation of each loco.
A3 Flying Scotsman

(Double Tender)

BL 4472 Flying Scotsman Pt1 - YouTube
BL 4472 Flying Scotsman Pt2 - YouTube

A4 Bittern

(Double Tender)

Seven Mill Models A4 Bittern - YouTube

9F Evening Star

Ace Trains O Gauge 9F Evening Star - YouTube
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Remember, each loco comes complete with the following:
Transmitter , Programmable Controller, Full Instructions for Use

This is a unique and exciting opportunity, particularly if you operate
outside, or just wish to be free of all the hassle of keeping track joints
electrically sound and rails clean enough for good conductivity. Everything
you need is included. All you have to do is charge up, switch on, bind the
radio and you are away!
Now, obviously all these items are one-offs so it is very much first come,
first served. Please get in touch as quickly as possible to secure one of
these great locos.

See us at Shows – it’s not happening for a while yet!

Despite the recent reductions in Covid 19 infections and the very rapid and
successful UK rollout of a vaccine programme, we remain for the time being
in lockdown and all the indicators suggest that a relaxation of rules will be
extremely gradual. So it will still be some time, months at a guess, before I
have any shows to attend – perhaps not even this year!
However, I am still open for business, indeed I could do with your support
more than ever at this tricky time financially, so do remember that I can still
take your orders and despatch by post. Ordering and Payment options as
shown below towards the end of this newsletter.

Don’t forget to like our WJVintage Facebook Page
Over the past month we actually hit and exceeded the magic 500 ‘likes’
(501 at one time). Sadly, we have since lost a couple so we are now
frustratingly back to 499 ‘likes’ so near and yet so far! All the latest news is
often seen on Facebook before it appears in the newsletter as updates can
be done instantly rather than monthly. If you are a member of Facebook
why not look us up and give us a ‘like’?

Plus, we also now have a ‘Youtube’ Channel!
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I have to confess, after a good start, the channel has been quiet for a
while. This is entirely down to my lack of technical skills - which my son
possesses. Unfortunately, he is unable to visit us due to the lockdown rules
and so we have not been able to film any updates over the past few
months.
However, I have now downloaded a video editing package and so I am
hopeful that between Mrs L and myself we might be able to film something
and make it look reasonable in the near future. Watch this space for more
information on our progress.

Ordering from WJVintage is still Easy
Online
Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place you
order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and
submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see
below for full contact details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques
payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please
note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
BACS
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to
my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method, please
contact me and I will send you my bank account details.
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Delivery Situation
Slowly things are easing, and life is due to get going again very soon.
Postal and courier services are currently operating but are still extremely
busy as they deal with heavy demand coupled with reduced staffing levels
in order to keep the workforce distanced and safe. This is leading to some
delays with certain services.
In particular, some overseas parcels are still subject to delay and, of
course the situation is subject to change as Covid spikes in some
countries may result in further measures to control the outbreaks.
Please bear this in mind when ordering from overseas and please do be
patient. Touch wood, nothing has been lost at all yet, but there have
been, and will be, delays.
Just to repeat my statement from previous newsletters this is still
relevant:
Staff and Premises
•
•
•

As a one-man-band I am continuing to operate from the WJ Vintage HQ in the
Northamptonshire countryside.
Currently I am fit and well and keen to crack on as usual, whilst exercising all
possible caution according to government guidelines.
I operate from a home office, plus a small, custom-built storeroom/pick and pack
area and I am currently taking extra care to ensure a clean working environment
with surfaces being regularly cleaned and disinfected.

Deliveries
•
•
•

•

I am currently continuing to work with Royal Mail, Parcelforce and other delivery
services to get your parcels to you in good time.
In most cases, delivery drivers will drop off parcels without you having to
physically sign for them.
Public Health England (PHE) has advised that people receiving parcels are at
virtually no risk of contracting the coronavirus. From experience with other
coronaviruses, we know that these types of viruses don’t survive long on objects,
such as letters or parcels.
This works in tandem with my own policy of regular hand washing and use of
sanitiser gel when handling and packing goods.

Stay Safe Everyone!

Paul
WJVintage

*********
Tel: 07711 092497
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www.wjvintage.co.uk

